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morphological AND SYKTACTIC co
THREE auxiliarieshuxAUXgutILIAMES

by dr yao shen
we

the subject of this short article is the youkou
two modalsmedals can and will811871411 and the three aux willW ellilleil they will411 drive
diariesliariesliaries dod6da have and be their string for-
mation

lie
and occurrence in sentences have she

been treated in detail in twotwo previous series it
aff articles in this journal seeiseeseed yao shen
supplementation of opposites in simple

Predipredlpredicatecite expansion vol 4 nos 141 4 AUXILIARY

79707159707179705970 71 and alice C pack the
functions of be have do can andwillangwilland will
vol 7 nos 131 3 09731973740973741973 74 the present we

do teach
article attempts to demonstrate the morpho youYOU

ogicallogical and syntactic complementation of do I1hey

hesedieseieselieseilese five words as modalsmedals and auxiliaries he

iheir1heircheir morphological forms are of two maiormajor sheie does teach
categoriesategoriesgorles 1 the occurrence and non-
occurrence of subject agreementaireement forms that
distinguish modalsmedals and auxiliaries and 2
the occurrence and occurrencenonoccurrencenon of parti-
ciple

we
hapehave eatenforms as the second member in a you

twoniembertwo member string in which the first bavehave they
member is a modal or an auxiliary the he
syntactic arrangements are those of the she has eaten
five words in verb strings the purpose of it
this short article is to call attention to the
individual characteristics of these five words am singing
in sentences he

shemorphologically modalsmedals and auxiliaries
it is singing

are distinguished from each othel by the fact wethat the former does not ha ree subject
agreement the latter does YOU areane singing

they
MODAL

the occurrence and nonoccurrencenon occurrence
we of subject agreement saS agi that dis-

tinguishyou modmodalsmedalsds and auxiliaries can be re-
presentedcan they can go inin the following way

1

he
she saS a
it modalmodai0

auxiliary
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plementationiploientationPLEMENTATION OF iwoTWOivoino MOULSMOBALS AND

modalsmedals and auxiliaries occur in two mem 2ndand member n ing
ber strings ist member

when the first member in a two mem do
ber string is almodala modalamodalmodai the folfoifollowinsollowinfollowinglowing member have

is in the base form having no suffix be
the complementation of the morpho-

logical
ft modal ft the base form of a

behavior in bothword must tebe distinguished from its in-
finitive

subject agreement

an infinitive is marked by to S athatabhat distinguishes modalsmedals and auxiliaries

to go a base form is not go yao shen professor of english at
can ft john can googo900gor O0 the university of hawaii has taught
willwl ft john will googo900906 O0 chinese english linguistics method-

ologywhen the first member in a two mem and materials development and
ber string is an auxiliary the suffix of the linguistics and literature
following member is ft0 n or ing auxi-
liary

she is listed in international
0 auxiliary n or auxiliary dictionaries in england france japan

ing and the united states and has over
the suffix of the member following aux-

iliary
one hundred publications in twelve

do is 0 the word is in the base countries
form and that of the participle forms n andingand ing

do ft john does goolgo900goo OL0 in the members following a modal or an
the suffix of the member following aux-

iliary
auxiliary do have or be are summarized

have is the le form belown past partipartlparticipleparticipparticiacip saS a n ingmg

havehavenn john has gonego ne modal
dothe suffix oftheodtheof the member following aux-

iliary havebe is either n the past participle form
beor ing the present participle form
syntactically a verb string begins with a

be n johnjom is gonego ne modal or an auxiliary carrying tense and
be ing john is goinggo ing ends with the verb the following are some

the complementation of the suffixes of examples

the members following their respective aux-
iliaries

tensetense verb
iliaries is as follows john does go

4104dodoe 0 john has gone
have n john is gone

n john was going
be john can be going

mging john had been going

the above ininformationformation iiss summarizesummarizedd be-
low

john would have been gone

10 according totheto the occurrence or non-
occurrence modalsmedals do not succeed each other that is
occumccu fuenteftente of ana n or ing afiethidtfiethe pparticipleartieip e mam0 inmodalsmedalsthere is no occurrenceoccurrence of 3 a
forms in the second mernberfollowinmember followinggag&do

haphavehave and bbee astaeast4eas the firfirstst member successive sequence
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2ndand member can will the following summarizes the occurrence
ist member and occurrencenonoccurrencenon of a modal

can can or willwiliwiil followed by an auxiliary do
will

have or beauxiliaries aux may or may not suc-
ceed 2ndand member do have beanother auxiliary

ist memberauxiliary do does not occur with another
auxiliary in a sequence modal

aux verb A possible long verb string in present day
may does do the dishes english that begins with a modal indicating

they did have some money tense followed by a string of three aux-
iliariesboudoyoudo be careful iliaries and ends with the verb is as follows

auxiliary have does not succeed it-
self

tense verb
the paper will have been being typed

aux verb john could have been being driven
the woman has had money between modal can and modal will there

is also a complementation when they occur
auxiliary be can succeed itself before auxiliaries have and be present

aux aux verb tense form of can normally does not occur
before auxiliary have the first sentencethe paper was being typed
below with is an example indicating this

when auxiliaries have and be both occur characteristic of can however the past
tense of and both thecan present tensehave precedes be
and the past tense of will all occur beforeaux aux verb auxiliary have

the papers have been done present tense
john has been funhaving john can have driven it
the had been earnestgirls being john will have driven it

past tensethe following summarizes the occurrence john could have ddrivennven itand nonoccurrencenon occurrence of successive john would have driven it
sequences of the three auxiliaries do have this exception in the present tense form ofand be can preceding auxiliary have nevertheless

2ndand member do have be does not apply to auxiliary be
ist member present tense

do john can be driving it
have john will be driving it
be past tense

john could be driving it
in a verb string in which a modal and an john would be driving it

auxiliary both occur the modal begins the the following shows the occurrence
string the auxiliary follows however the and nonoccurrencenon occurrence of the two tense
auxiliary is either hopehovehavemave or be but not do forms of can and willwiliwiil411 preceding auxiliaries
the first sentence below with is an example have and be
indicating this characteristic of do 2ndand member have be

modal aux verb ist1stast member
sohnlohnnohnohn will do go90 can
john can be going will
john will be going could
john could be gone would
john would have gone continued on page 19
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morphological and 0 0

continued aromfrom page 12127

words in sentences occur in strings
however it is important to remember that

words there can be morphologicalamong
and syntactic complementations or both
it is therefore hoped thatthisthat this article has
demonstrated thisahls point the exaexamplesmplesamples
jusectareused arearo Ttwovo enodinodmodalsmedalsalsais ananddthredohrethreee auxiauxiliariesariesasariesanas
theyocctirthey occur itiin sentsontsentencesondesontes




